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The Hamilton Conte collection offers a
complete range of interior furnishings.
The upholstery collection goes beyond typical geometrical
design confines, with dynamic curves that characterise the
brand’s range. In an elegantly relaxed style, the furniture,
lighting and home accessories ranges also break with tradition
using organic forms and textures, surprising combinations of
materials, and the marriage of aesthetics with function. Many
pieces are a nod to personal anecdotes, people or travels
from the designers’ lives, and reflect a passion for storytelling.
Through its wide selection of finishes and materials, Hamilton
Conte offers the ability to produce items with a bespoke feel
with the final product displaying exquisite craftsmanship and
striking design.

On the Cover: Our Aggi armchair is an example of how we like to bring a bit of retro to
interiors, an unusual product perfect on its own or as a pair.This page: Laura armchair,
Barnabas sofa and our Gunilla chair.

ARMCHAIRS
Ideal comfort
Don Didrik
An extension of our family of
contemporary armchairs that include
Didrik, Fede and Olaf, Don Didrik bring
a new and exceptional level of
comfort with its plush
seat and backrest.

ARMCHAIRS
Shapes and
textures

Agathon
Named after a son of the famed
Fabergé family, Agathon is a
contemporary lounge chair with a
retro egg shape reminiscent of a
James Bond film. It is the perfect
hideaway for reading.

Arture
A contemporary interpretation of
a classic slipper chair, Arture is an
elegant addition to any seating
area that looks great in almost any
fabric. Its structure can be done in
our different wood tones as well as
unlimited lacquer colours.

Otero
A surprising armchair, Otero brings
transparency and visual lightness
while providing a comfortable
seat. An ideal product to create a
statement, it is a perfect addition to
dynamise any space. It may also be
grouped in modules of two, three
or more to make a curved sofa.

See more at www.hamiltonconte.com

Laura

ARMCHAIRS
Curve appeal

Generous curves and ideal comfort.
The Laura lounge chair brings
curves to a whole new level with its
generous posterior.

Gabbo
A substantial presence in any space,
Gabbo is both contemporary
and exceedingly comfortable.

Celedonio
This elegant lounge chair with
external wood base is a welcome
addition to any interior. Another of
our small footprint chairs, it has the
soul of a much larger chair.

See more at www.hamiltonconte.com

SOFAS
Dynamic curves

Ignacio Luxe
Why go geometric when one can embrace one’s curves?
The sinuous curves of Ignacio will add new dimensions and
dynamism to any space. Its new Luxe version brings in a
softer seat and back upholstery, down cushions, and allaround contour base available in wood, lacquer or brass.
Luxuriate in its plush perfection or pick
its popular standard model.

SOFAS
Understated
elegance
Barbara
Subtle curves and understated
elegance combined with a supremely
comfortable seat to make Barbara a
perfect fit for any interior.

SOFAS
Geometry
with a twist

Belgravia
While its lateral inserts give a slight nod to Art
Deco, Belgravia is resolutely contemporary and
can fit seamlessly into any interior. Its seat cushions
have two levels of comfort, standard and luxury.
Coupled with its separate back cushions with
additional stitching details, Belgravia offers a high
level of comfort, ideal for everyday life.

CHAIRS
The perfect family
Five different models on a common seat base
with exceptional comfort allow for stylistic
options, which adapt to a variety
of interior schemes.

COSTANZA

w.56 x d.60 x h.85 / sh. 48

PHILIPPA

VICTORIA

COSTA

COSTANZA

CATARINA

w.56 x d.60 x h.90 / sh. 48

CATARINA

POUFS
Have a bit
of fun!

Atanasio
Solid and inviting, this attractive
pouf can be used in a
variety of settings.

Cami
Cami is perfect to pull up for an
aperitif, to rest your feet or use as an
occasional table. Choose a fun fabric
to give a pop to your space.

Napoleon
Inspired by a luxurious throw
cushions from Napoleon`s
conquests and the original version
of “glamping”, this pouf is set on
rollers, is fun and easy to move
around in any setting.

See more at www.hamiltonconte.com

LOW TABLES
Choose your
favourite!

2 Cousins
3 Sisters
3 Brothers
We started with the 3 Sisters, but the family has
grown! From the more geometric Brothers to
the rather voluptuous Cousins, the only issue
will be to choose your favourite.

2 COUSINS
LOLA & LILA

3 SISTERS
LUCRETIA, LUCINDA & DOT

3 BROTHERS
TEO, LEO & FRANK

LOW TABLES
Adapt shapes
and finishes!

Pompeia
Beyond their Stavia gilded glass
tops and standard Espresso finish,
Pompeia is now available with
marble tops and two new wood
finishes. Choose how to make best
use of this versatile range of low
and dining tables to create your
perfect ambiance.

Oskar

Silas
Showcasing strength and solidity,
the beautiful contemporary form
and thickness of these tables
create a strong presence in any
interior. Beyond their standard
Eucalyptus finish, they are also
available in oak in three standard
colours and can be matched with
different marble top options.

See more at www.hamiltonconte.com

Inspired by Oskar Niemeyer`s architecture in
Brasilia, this table juxtaposes simple lines with
an elegant finish. Available in multiple heights,
it works especially well as a duo. Customise
your colour and finish for the top!

LOW TABLES
That touch
of gold!

Nymphea
Our Nymphea collection includes
low tables and consoles. Inspired
by nature, it makes an ideal
addition to any space and brings
that perfect touch of gold with its
luxurious cast brass construction.
Also available in burnt cast
aluminium for a subtler look.

Richmond
With their beautiful oval shape and brass contour
base, these low tables offer the added advantage of
being highly customisable. They are available in oak
in three standard colours along with different options
for the tops: marble, wood, upholstery. Create this
table to your exact taste.

Africa
Bringing texture and transparency
to your living area with 3 different
sizes, our Africa range makes a
perfect addition to any space.

See more at www.hamiltonconte.com

STORAGE
Distinctive
details

Albers
Rich wood and gold are the perfect
combination to bring warmth and
elegance to any interior. Our Albers
cabinet seamlessly combines
patterned ebony marquetry with a
stunning asymmetrical brass effect
base.

Biscornet
Inspired by the ornate hinges
designed by Biscornet for
the Notre-Dame cathedral in
Paris, the cast brass handles
juxtaposed against the clean lines
of this stunning cabinet are the
perfect blend of simplicity and
complexity. Its lacquered structure
may be done in limitless colour
combinations and its interior may
also be customised to your needs.

See more at www.hamiltonconte.com

Sloane
Finding the perfect piece to
accompany your bedroom storage
needs is not always easy. Our Sloane
range adapts to your functional and
aesthetic needs and is the perfect
companion.

www.hamiltonconte.com
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